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Abstract
In a near future smart card may have to use RSA 4096 bits on Java cards, so it may be
interesting study the viability of RSA (both for private key and public key operations) in smart
cards fopr such key lengths.
In this paper, some measurements of RSA performances carried out (using keys lengths from
512 to 2048 bits) for a recent Java card are presented and some regression analyzes as well as
some statistical tests have been performed in order to calculate some estimations of
performances for operations with RSA 4096 bits. This study shows that it may be realistic for
smart cards' manufacturers to implement RSA 4096 bits in today's smart cards (notably Java
cards), mainly for smart cards implementing TLS and certificate checking with public key
operations.
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1

Introduction

Actually, different applications use RSA cryptosystem in smart cards: traditional
applications such as banking (EMV protocol [EMV]), but also some Internet
applications: particularly for Web authentication with TLS when the client is
authenticated with his certificate and his private key (also called mutual
authentication), in this case the smart card performs a RSA operation with its private
key (e.g.: [Aussel J.-D., 2007], [PKCS11], [CAPI]). Some other applications (few for
the moment) also implement the entire TLS Handshake protocol in the smart card for
the client side (e.g.: [Urien P., 2009] and [Lu H.K., 2007]), therefore, some
operations with the public keys of the certificate authorities (CA) are required so that
the card can check the server's certificate. There are already some CA on the Internet
that sign certificates with RSA 4096 bits, for a full list: see [List of CA, 2011],
actually more than 10 CA using RSA 4096 are included in Web browsers, at least for
Firefox and Internet Explorer (CA using RSA 4096 are mainly those of governments
but also few others like Microsoft Internet Authority: used by services such as
Outlook for emails).
However, it appears that no Java cards (name given to the smart cards implementing
Java Card specifications [Java Card]) implement RSA up to 4096 bits today, at least
it hasn't been possible to find the specifications of such a smart card on the Internet.
In fact RSA 4096 is part of the version 3 of Java Card, but even some recent smart
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cards implementing Java Card 3 don't implement RSA up to 4096 bits (e.g.: G&D
SmartCafe expert 6.0, Java Card 3.0.1: [G&D SC 6.0, 2011]).
So when considering certificate checking in the smart card for some Internet
applications, this can cause a problem of compatibility between the server and the
smart card, when the smart card has to check the server's certificate.
The aim of this study is to assess the viability of RSA cryptosystem for smart cards,
and to determine if it makes sense to implement RSA 4096 in today's Java cards, in
particular in the context of TLS and certificate checking in the card. Some
measurements of the times of signature/verification and encryption/decryption (using
both private key and public key) have been carried out for the card G&D SmartCafe
3.2 (Java Card 2.2.1), then an attempt has been performed to correlate these
measurements with the theoretical time complexity of RSA, in order to estimate the
performances of RSA for longer keys (4096 bits).
RSA 2048 bits in smart cards is pretty fast, but when increasing the length of the
key, the time of private keys operations grows quite quickly.
Furthermore RSA 4096 will be probably required in a near feature (if it is not
replaced by other cryptosystems) for the other applications that already use RSA in
smart cards.
In order to estimate the times of operations for RSA 4096 bits, a regression analysis
is conducted, however the extrapolation to a key length of 4096 bits is possible only
if the size of the registers of the RSA coprocessor is big enough to store such lengths
of data, otherwise the estimations for RSA 4096 for this chip will be distorted. The
chip of the smart card used for the tests is NXP P5CD144, and it contains a FameXE
RSA coprocessor. According to the specifications of this chip: [NXP P5CD144,
2008], this FameXE coprocessor supports RSA with an operand length of up to 8kbit (up to 4-kbit with intermediate storage in RAM only). So it is very probable that
an extrapolation using a regression analysis is valid.
This study is organized as follows: a review of theory and time complexity of RSA
is presented in 2., then some measurements carried out for a recent smart card
equipped with Java Card are analyzed and correlated in 3. and 4.. Finally, some
estimations of RSA operations with keys bigger than 2048 are calculated in 4., and
the viability of RSA for smart cards is discussed in 5..

2

Background

In this part, some theoretical concepts on RSA are reminded before presenting the
analysis of measurements.
2.1

RSA cryptosystem

Below is the definition of RSA theorem:
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encryption (using public key)

decryption (using private key)

(1)

(2)

The proof of this theorem can be found in many books, this one by example:
[Hoffstein J., Pipher J. and Silverman J.H., 2008], which is generally quite detailed
for the proofs of theorems, with many exercises for undergraduate students.
A speed improvement of RSA operations with private key can be done using the
Chinese remainder theorem (CRT), a method has been introduced by J.-J. Quisquater
in 1982. As explained in [Smart N., 2002], using CRT, operations with private key
can be also calculated as follows (equivalent to formula (2)):

where

This is equivalent to calculate
Thanks tho the CRT, this method substitutes the main modular exponentiation for
two sub modular exponentiations with smaller exponents, this permits to speed up
the time of calculation by about 4 times (sizes of p and q are generally close).
(security considerations of RSA are not developed here, as explained before, the
focus is on time complexity)
Time complexity of RSA
As we can see, the calculations done by RSA operations are some modular
exponentiations, efficient methods for implementing this calculations have been
introduced many years ago, “square-and-multiply” algorithm (also called binary
exponentiation), combined with the method of Montgomery multiplication [Koç C.
K., 1994].
Using these methods, the basic time complexity for RSA operations with CRT is
about:
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(3)
k being the length (in bits) of the exponent. For RSA without CRT the time
complexity is:

.

According to some recent articles (e.g.: [Huang Z. and Li S., 2011]), today “squareand-multiply” combined with Montgomery multiplication are still the 2 algorithms
the most used for RSA, including in smart cards. However many improvements of
these 2 algorithms for speeding up the operations have been published this last
decade (e.g.: [Alia G. and Martinelli E., 2002], [Sepahvandi S. et al., 2009] or
[Huang Z. and Li S., 2011]...), so it's not easy to know which ones exactly are
implemented in a given smart card.
Moreover the history of smart cards is made of perpetual sophistication of algorithms
in order to counter a variety of physical and logical attacks, this has begun in about
1996 after the first timing attacks of Paul Kocher, until now with more complex
attacks combining physical and logical attacks (e.g.: [Sato H. et al., 2005], [Amiel F.
et al., 2009], [Markantonakis K. et al., 2009]).
There are also some alternatives to these two algorithms, by example this article:
[Wu C.-L. et al., 2006] reviews different other algorithms that are very efficient.
As a result, the basic algorithms have been enhanced, so the time complexity from
(3) isn't the real one. However, as far as I know, when using square-and-multiply
algorithm combined with Montgomery multiplication or some of their variants, the
time complexity for private key operations stays in
So it is likely to be the
complexity of the algorithm implemented in the smart card used for the tests of this
study. According to the papers previously mentioned: because of the constraints of
embedded devices like smart cards, square-and-multiply algorithm combined with
Montgomery multiplication or some of their variants have been much more popular
for smart cards until now. So the hypothesis is made that the time complexity of
RSA operations with private key for the smart card used for these tests is of the order
of
Concerning operations with public keys, the time complexity is much more inferior,
because a common practice is to use a small exponent e, generally equal to 65537
([Hoffstein J., Pipher J. and Silverman J.H., 2008], page 121), this is possible
because it is admitted that it doesn't weaken the security of RSA. Then, complexity
.
with public key is in

3
3.1

Measurements
Methodology of measurements

In order to measure the times of RSA operations, the method used for this study is
sometimes used by researchers for measuring smart card performances. The measure
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is performed on the host PC using the Java API of OCF [OCF, 2003]. First it consists
in measuring the time for the card to execute the“empty loop”: the empty loop is the
program containing the operation we want to measure but without the line of code
corresponding to the operation we want measure. Secondly it consists in measuring
the time for the card to execute the “full loop”: the full loop is the same program but
containing the line of code corresponding to the operation we want to measure.
Finally we can subtract the time of “empty loop” from the time of “full loop” to
obtain the time of the operation (method used by [Cordry J., 2009] and [Rehoui K.,
2005]).
For this study, all the other methods of the framework from [Cordry J., 2009] have
not been used, because the measures were precise enough. However using this
framework could have permitted to improve precision of measures, by modifying the
bytecode to isolate again more the operation to measure and by using other statistical
tests to refine the measures.
The tests have been carried out for the card G&D SmartCafe 3.2 (Java Card 2.2.1).
The smart card reader used is Gemalto GemPC USB-SL, which is USB full speed:
12Mbps
The measurements are performed with the following Java code, using the Java API
of OCF [OCF, 2003]:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------start=System.currentTimeMillis();
sendAPDU(cmd,true);
time=System.currentTimeMillis();
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------These measurements are probably relatively approximate because of the work
environment and the possible noise, furthermore due to the high level API of Java
Card language, the lowest operation that it's possible to measure for RSA is the one
corresponding to this line of code (Java Card):
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------cipherRSA.doFinal(data,(short)dataOffset,byteRead,data,(s
hort)dataOffset);
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------So it's not easy to know which operations are added by the API in addition to the
RSA operation, but this factor of imprecision has been limited to its maximum
because the RSA algorithm used is ALG_RSA_NOPAD, this algorithm (part of the
API of Java Card) doesn't add any random number or padding to the data, so it only
performs the modular exponentiation of RSA.
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The card never sends the data resulting of its operations, so the measure is not
affected by the time for the PC to display the result (of course it has been verified
beforehand that when displaying the response of the card, the encrypted/decrypted or
signed/verified data is correct).
The probable noise is potentially problematic (tasks, processes of the OS...), but
when running the minimal number of programs necessary to perform the measures
(basically none except the shell to run Java), it has been noticed that time
measurements are minimalistic. Furthermore the time of the “empty loop” is so small
in comparison with the time of the “full loop” (in the case of private key operations),
that the noise should be negligible. Also, in the case of RSA operations with private
key, the difference of times of operation between two lengths of keys is so important
that it would have been probably not very useful to get more precise measures.
However concerning public key operations, the measured times are very small, and
using the framework from [Cordry J., 2009] could have been probably useful for a
better precision.
It has been decided not to make more than 20 measures for each operation as the
standard deviation and variance of the distribution are very small proportionally to
the order of the measurements.
One pair of RSA keys (private key CRT + public key) has been generated for each
length of key (the card supports 9 lengths of key, 8 of them have been used). For
each pair, 20 measures have been carried out for each operation with a given key.
This makes a total of: 20 measures for the signature with the private key RSA CRT,
20 measures for the encryption with the public key, 20 measures for the verification
with the private key RSA CRT and 20 measures for the decryption with the public
key (this makes 20*4*8=640 measures), in addition there is a test in empty loop for
each measure (making a total of 2*640=1280 measures). The data to process is
always the size of the key (modulus).
3.2

Results

Here are the results of the measurements:
key
(bits)
/ stat

size 512

signature
(ms)
private CRT

63.9

768

896

1024

1280

1536

1984

2048

95

115.9

142.7

210.1

304.3

543.2

585

encryption
14.1
15.5
16
16.7
18.1
19.9
23.9
24.8
(ms)
public key
Table1: Performances of RSA for ALG_RSA_NOPAD in G&D SmartCafe 3.2,
Java Card 2.2.1
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For a given key length, performances with private key for signature and verification
(with ALG_RSA_NOPAD) are almost identical so only the results for signature are
mentioned, the same for encryption/decryption.
The curve of RSA signature grows quite quickly, the more the length of the key
increases the more the growth of the curve is important.
When changing the scale of the time axis and representing also the encryption with
the public key, we can see that the blue curve is really soaring by comparison with
the red one that almost stagnates: the time of encryption with the public key only
inched up from 14.1ms to 24.8ms whereas the length of the key increased from 512
to 2048 bits.
Considering that the complexity of operations with private key CRT is in
and
operations with public key in
according to the measurements, for k=2048: the
time of operations with public key is more than 20 times faster than with private key
CRT. Then if we want to estimate the time of operations for RSA 4096 bits with
public key for this smart card, we know that it will be at least more than 20 times
faster than with private key CRT of the same length.

4
4.1

Analysis of results
Estimation of the model: first approach

So under the hypothesis that the time complexity of RSA CRT operations with
then the equation of the blue curve is of the form:
private key is
with a, b, c and d constants, and t the time of the operation.
In order to find the constants using the measurements of Table1, the following
system has been solved with Mathematica software (4 points have been chosen, 4 are
required as there are 4 unknowns in the system):

the corresponding time values from Table1
The result is: a = 4.50537×10-8; b = 0.000021989; c = 0.0358071; d = 33.7555; (4)
Using this model just found, we can observe that the estimations for the other points
are quite close to the values of measurements:
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x / value

768

1024

1536

2048

t measured

95

142.7

304.3

585

t from model
94.6
141.6
303.9
An estimation for x=4096 is t=3645.41 ms.
4.2

586.3

Least squares polynomial curve fitting

Now, using the method of least squares in the case of a polynomial curve, we may
approximate better the model. So we apply directly the method of least squares to fit
a
distribution:
considering
a
set
of
points
and
where p is the degree of the polynomial curve fit,
and the researched coefficients with
So it consists in minimising Δ where:

We set out,
is the partial derivative of Δ with respect to the variable at the
point
This gives a system of p+1 equations:
We write
written as follows:

and

then the matrix system can be

The proof that the result is minimalistic can be performed by calculating the Taylor
series of Δ.
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Here, we take p=3. Using the function “NonlinearModelFit” of Mathematica
software we can solve this system. The model found is:
(5)
4.3

Estimations

Using Mathematica, the statistical ANOVA table generated for the model is:
d.f.

sum of squares

function 4

820935.

error

4

1.142

sum

8

820936.

corrected sum

7

290435.

mean squares

205234.
0.285501

The estimated error variance is 0.285501.
The mean predicted values are in the table below with the corresponding confidence
intervals for a probability of 95%:
Observed
63.9
95
115.9
142.7
210.1
304.3
543.2
585

Predicted
63.9679
94.8313
116.182
142.216
210.548
304.254
542.609
585.492

Standard Error
0.518619
0.311777
0.315459
0.299743
0.314431
0.434188
0.346651
0.422988

Confidence Interval
{62.528,65.4078}
{93.9657,95.6969}
{115.306,117.058}
{141.384,143.048}
{209.675,211.421}
{303.048,305.459}
{541.646,543.571}
{584.318,586.667}

Then, an estimation of t for x=4096 is: f(x)=3610.66.

5. Review
So an estimated value for private key's operations with RSA CRT 4096 bits is about
3.6 seconds (for the smart card used for these tests), and for k=3072, the estimation
of t is about 1.6 second.
(to be noted that these are just some estimations, under the hypothesis set in the
previous parts, the most probable source of imprecision of the estimations is due to
the high-level API of Java Card, used for RSA operations. So even if the time
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complexity of RSA inside the coprocessor is
it's not easy to know exactly
which operations are added by the Java Card API in addition to RSA)
In the context of TLS in the smart card for the client side (at least for the entire
Handshake), the only time constraint is that the Handshake mustn't be longer than 10
seconds because it is the timeout set on most of the TLS servers, however for
convenience reasons, much less is suitable.
For TLS without client authentication with certificate (optional), the client just
performs some public key operations, so as explained previously: RSA 4096 bits
operations with public key should be at least 20 times faster than with private key
CRT. So based on the previous estimation, we can conclude that RSA is totally
viable (as 3610÷20 < 200 ms) for the future of TLS in the smart card when the client
is not authenticated by certificate. RSA 4096 bits having a key space of more than
128 bits of security, it is then considered secure for more than 30 years, according to
the report on algorithms and key lengths ECRYPT II [ECRYPT II, 2011].
Also some other applications implement the server side of TLS protocol in smart
card (according to the specifications of Java Card 3), in this case the card must
perform an operation with its private key, so for cypher suites with RSA, private
key's operations for RSA 4096 will be required in a near future.
We can suppose that in the future, with hardware improvements, the performances
will be better, as RSA 2048 bits will be still secure for more than 10 years (according
to [ECRYPT II, 2011]) and according to some reports [Briggs J.S. and Beresford
R.A., 2001], smart cards seem to follow a kind of Moore's law, but not the same as
computers, the period to double hardware performances is of the order of 5 years,
rather than 18 months (for traditional computers).
However “some” physicians [Kaku M., 2011] point out that Moore's law should
reach its limit by 2020, so cryptography adapted to smart cards will be likely an
interesting challenge in the future for cryptographers and computer scientists. Also,
the fact that the power of computers grows more quickly than the one of smart cards,
presents another challenge for the future of smart cards because the key space of
cryptographic algorithms grows in function of the performances of computers.

5

Conclusion

So this study shows that it can make sense for smart card manufacturers to
implement RSA up to 4096 bits in today's smart cards, mainly for Java cards
implementing TLS and certificate checking (given that some Ca on the Internet use
now RSA 4096).
Also, the same study should be performed to estimate the time for the card to
generate the 4096 bits key, because the time to generate the keys is noticeably much
more longer than the times of signature/verification and encryption/decryption.
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A credible alternative to RSA is elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), which provides
better performances than RSA for private key operations, however in the case of
public key operations, RSA is more efficient than ECC (according to different
papers, but it would be interesting to do the test on recent Java cards).
Concerning TLS, some Web browsers actually support TLS 1.2 with cypher suites
using ECC, servers as well should be compliant soon. From the server perspective,
ECC is more suitable because RSA is more time consuming for calculations with
private key, then a distributed deny of service (DDOS) is more efficient on a server
implementing RSA than on a server implementing only ECC.
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